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01.
Introducing 
TRIUM: the Global 
Executive MBA 

1.  VISION 2.  VISION

TRIUM Global EMBA’s unique 
combination of three leading universities 
gives business leaders a deeper insight 
into the contexts, challenges, and 
opportunities that define global business 
now and in the future.

GLOBAL BUSINESS, 
FROM EVERY ANGLE.

 2020 reports 
Joint program

Ranked #1 Executive MBA
Overall Global Executive MBA

Ranked #6 in the world



A PRESTIGIOUS
GLOBAL 
PARTNERSHIP

3  UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE 4  UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE

02.
A prestigious global 
partnership of three 
world-class universities.

The TRIUM Global Executive MBA is delivered 
jointly by three of the world's leading 
universities. Each renowned in their own right, 
together their combined academic firepower 
gives TRIUM students a unique educational 
experience through a blended learning model 
shaped around the needs of senior executives: 
intensive in-person modules in global 
locations, with online work in between. 

Each school has its own specialism that forms 
the backbone of the curriculum taught there. 

In addition, TRIUM students spend classroom
time in California covering technology
megatrends with the tech giants of Silicon
Valley, in Singapore, studying the business
environment in China and Asia, and in the 
dynamic and rapidly transitioning Middle East.

NYU STERN SCHOOL 
OF BUSINESS
NEW YORK

Experts in finance and 
international business in the 
centre of the financial world. 
Focuses on the technical, 
analytical and quantitative 
aspects of business, covering 
data, analytics, fintech and 
leadership. 
 
Alumni network of 110,000 
spread over 130 countries 

LONDON SCHOOL OF 
ECONOMICS
LONDON

One of the foremost social 
science universities in the 
world. Gives TRIUM students a 
deep insight into the global 
contexts of business 
decision-making.
 
Alumni network of 200,000 
spread over 190 countries

HEC PARIS SCHOOL OF 
MANAGEMENT
PARIS

One of the oldest and most 
prestigious institutions in 
France, offering a world-class 
approach to international 
management. Offers a 
world-class approach to 
international management, 
strategic and organisational 
issues. 
 
Alumni network of 68,000 
spread over 132 countries 

An endorsement 
from TRIUM, 
backed by three 
global education 
powerhouses, is 
a huge boost to 
my credibility.

CHRIS YAP
Class of 
2016



03.
Join a diverse 
community of the 
world's top senior 
leaders across 
industries.

TRIUM students come from all corners the globe and every type of business 
endeavor, but all share something in common. They have already achieved 
many of their original ambitions. They chose TRIUM to help them to stay 
ahead, to grow professionally and personally, to explore their potential further.

5  COHORT 6  COHORT

Professor Matt Mulford

CLASS PROFILES
CLASS OF 2019-2021

South America

Africa

Oceania

Europe
North America 20%

8%

38%
7%

10%

15%

2%

Asia

Middle East

DIVERSE GLOBAL 
COMMUNITY



Class of 2021

OUR PROGRAM IS TAILORED TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL GOALS 
AS A SENIOR LEADER:

• Develop world-class strategic and leadership skills, and hone 
• your intellectual decision-making capabilities to deal with 
• complex challenges.

• Maximise your impact and progress your career in your current field.
 
• Open up new opportunities and transition to a new industry or 
• professional field.
 
• Launch or scale up your own entrepreneurial business venture.

• Develop a deeper understanding into the geo-political and 
• socio-economic contexts of business decision-making.

CLASS AT A GLANCE
AVERAGES FOR LAST 3 YEARS

In my opinion, the unique advantage of TRIUM for 
women specifically is the exposure to a global network 
of highly successful and experienced individuals that 
can truly add value to their development and growth 
within the corporate or entrepreneurial world.

MIRIAM KIWAN
Class of 2017
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63
32
40
20

Students

Countries
represented

Average
age

Business
sectors
represented
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04.
A TRANSFORMATIONAL 
GLOBAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE

TRIUM's 
transformational 
learning experience 
takes you around the 
world in 6 modules.

9  PROGRAM 10  PROGRAM

San Francisco

New York London

Paris

1 LONDON
SEPTEMBER (2 weeks)

Business in the Global 
Political Economy

3 PARIS
APRIL (2 weeks)

Marketing, Leadership
and Advanced Strategy

4 SAN FRANCISCO
JULY (1.5 weeks)

Technological Disruption 
and Entrepreneurship

2 NEW YORK
JANUARY (2 weeks)

Strategy and Finance for 
Global Executives

5 SINGAPORE 
OCTOBER/NOVEMBER (1.5 weeks)

A Changing Asia in the 
Global Marketplace

6 DUBAI
FEBRUARY (1 week)

Making It Happen

The TRIUM Global Executive MBA is divided 
into six modules over an 18 month period. 
This executive-friendly format reduces the 
absence from the office to only 10 weeks.

On-site
modules6

Months18
Weekly
hours15-20

Classroom
hours500

Capstone
Project1

Shanghai

Singapore

Dubai



WHAT THE WORLD LOOKS LIKE NOW
IS ALREADY OUT OF DATE

Our curriculum is curated to address current 
business trends, political and economic shifts 
with the aim that TRIUM students are first among 
their peers to understand the opportunity and 
risks of the current business world and that of 
tomorrow.

The curriculum is not just a compilation of 
courses already offered by each of the three 
schools, but a set of integrated, carefully curated 
courses designed specifically for TRIUM.

Six immersive course modules will take you to 
three continents over 18 months – London, 
New York, Paris, Singapore, San Francisco and 
the Middle East. 

Tying together an in-depth immersion in 
geopolitics, financial strategy, technological 
disruption, marketing, innovation and 
entrepreneurship, our curriculum builds 
world-class individual leadership skills, and your 
capability to drive forward successful and 
responsible business strategy. 

Your learning experience is enhanced in a 
practical and relevant way through our 
renowned Capstone Project. Running 
throughout the modules, you can chose to focus 
on solving a corporate business challenge or 
launching your own entrepreneurial concept.

To stay successful, you need to stay ahead.  
Successful business leaders in the 21st century require a mastery of 
leadership, strategy and business skills – marketing, finance, technology, 
innovation – along with an understanding of how to see opportunity and 
thrive in our unpredictable world. Our academic program is purposefully 
designed to give you this.

Exploring VR and robotics during Module 4 – Singularity University, NASA Research Park, California

11  PROGRAM 12  PROGRAM

AN INTEGRATED CURRICULUM



Module 5 offers a deep 
immersion into the Asian 
region. You will study the 
business environment in China 
and Asia from a variety of 
perspectives, including the 
challenges and opportunities 
specific to doing business in 
the region.

A CHANGING ASIA IN THE 
GLOBAL MARKETPLACE

Module 5

SINGAPORE

MODULES Our integrated curriculum means themes from 
each module are revisited across future modules, 
reinforcing learning throughout the program.  

13  PROGRAM 14  PROGRAM

TECHNOLOGICAL 
DISRUPTION AND 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Module 4 focuses on the 
disruptive nature of technological 
change for global business leaders 
in the digital era. We look at the 
revolutionary changes taking 
place and the challenges  and 
opportunities they bring for 
entrepreneurs and businesses.

Module 4 

SAN FRANCISCO

Module 2 focuses on the 
technical, quantitative and 
analytical aspects of business. 
Courses cover strategy, data 
analytics, fintech, risk and 
leadership, delivered by some 
of NYU Stern’s best-rated 
professors.

STRATEGY AND FINANCE 
FOR GLOBAL EXECUTIVES

Module 2

NEW YORK

Building on cross-disciplinary 
themes that constitute key 
challenges to senior 
management, Module 6 
provides an opportunity to deal 
in greater depth with some of 
the topics that form the core of 
any MBA curriculum. 

MAKING IT HAPPEN

Module 6

DUBAI

BUSINESS IN THE GLOBAL 
POLITICAL ECONOMY

In Module 1 the changing 
global context within which 
modern business decisions 
have to be taken is explored in 
depth. Our principal emphasis 
is upon the interaction between 
economics and politics, or 
political economy.

Module 1

LONDON

MARKETING, LEADERSHIP 
AND ADVANCED STRATEGY

Module 3 contributes to building 
an articulated approach to 
organisational and operational 
issues which are key to strategy 
implementation and control.

Module 3

PARIS



MOVING UP15  LEADERSHIP 16  LEADERSHIP

LEADERSHIP

Running throughout the program, the leadership 
stream links together academic concepts of 
organizational behaviour, human resource 
management and leadership, with personal and 
career development planning.

You will transform your understanding of 
leadership, by analysing it from a variety of angles 
including your personal leadership style, the 
dynamics of team leadership, and the particular 
challenges of leading organizations effectively.

The stream is complemented by guest speakers 
sharing their personal leadership stories during the 
program, and culminates in Module 6 which 
focuses on individual self-awareness, as well as 
actions and values necessary to lead a globally 
responsible organization. 

THE WORLD NEEDS 
BETTER LEADERS. 
BE ONE OF THEM.

05.
The Leadership Stream 
focuses on a leader’s role 
as a driver of change in an 
organization. 

Classes on globalisation are quite different now, with the 
changing perspectives of world leaders, there is a twist to the 
way we unlearn and learn globalisation – there is no better 
place to learn this than from LSE.

NISHA KESAVAN
Class of 2020



”
CAPSTONE
TRIUM Capstone Project is an opportunity to apply your program learning to 
your current business environment, a start-up or a social cause. 

The Capstone Project brings your coursework to 
life in a real-world and potentially life-changing 
way. As part of a team you will choose a project 
category and develop a business idea from 
inception to launch, leveraging the resources of 
our program and faculty, your classmates and 
alumni connections.

You’ll get the intellectual space, resources and 
mandate to strike out in a new and innovative 
direction: the opportunity to take your vision, 
expertise and experience, and solve a business 
challenge or identify a strategic opportunity to 
create something new.
 

A CHALLENGING, REWARDING JOURNEY

You can expect Capstone to push and challenge 
you and your team; the intense teamwork will 
help you form deep and lasting professional 
and personal connections with your classmates, 
as rewarding and invaluable as the project 
outcome itself.

And, whether your interest in our program is to 
further your career in a major corporation, or 
give you the confidence to set out on your own, 
your participation in the project will enable you 
to do so in ways you may never have 
considered before.

For a flavour of the type of Capstone projects 
undertaken, visit the Project Stories section of 
our website. 

06.
The TRIUM 
Capstone Project is 
the most immersive 
of any Executive 
MBA.

Capstone will either bring the INTRApreneur out of you even more or will 
unearth the ENTREpreneur in you. One is not better than the other. They are 
just different dynamics and life choices. In TRIUM, the fact is most of us are 
working for big companies, and will in the end most likely continue to do so – 
but in a different way than ever before. TRIUM will have changed you.

CHRIS BURGGRAEVE
Capstone Co-Director and Class of 2005

Module 1

KICK-OFF
Formal introduction by Capstone 
Project Directors to allow students 
to start thinking of ideas and 
forming teams.

Module 2 

IDEA GENERATION
Students pitch ideas to the class to 
start the Darwinian idea marketplace. 
Teams and base ideas are near final 
by the end of the module.

Module 3

TEAMS GO!
Final Capstone prospectus is 
approved by the Capstone Project 
Directors.

Module 4

FIRST PROGRESS REPORT
First informal presentation of project 
ideas in a closed door environment 
with the Capstone Project Directors 
and TRIUM Academics.

Module 5

LIVE TEST RUN
Formal live presentation summarising 
the project is made to classmates.

Module 6

FINAL PRESENTATION
Teams submit their final report and 
make their formal presentation to 
the Capstone Board.

The Capstone Journey

17  CAPSTONE 18  CAPSTONE

https://www.triumemba.org/program/capstone-projects/


TRIUM ACADEMIC DEAN

07.
FACULTY
PROFILES

The faculty set the 
tone and shape the 
TRIUM experience. 
We hand-pick some of 
the very best.

Drawing upon the distinguished faculties of NYU 
Stern, LSE and HEC Paris. All TRIUM modules are 
taught by top-ranked faculty members, handpicked for 
the depth of their expertise in their respective fields.

19  FACULTY 20  FACULTY

Business and social leadership today requires perspectives that go 
far beyond traditional MBA education. At TRIUM we are dedicated 
to providing you with the tools you need for the C-suite. Beyond 
that, we will engage you in the kind of intellectual activity that will 
inform your strategic thinking, for the future of your organization, 
and for your own development. We are dedicated to providing you 
with world-class professors, leading thinkers and access to 
resources and materials supported by the expertise of three of the 
top providers of management education in the world. These tools 
will provide you with the insights to ask the right questions in a 
world of uncertainty informed by changes in the geostrategic, 
digital, entrepreneurial, and global environment.

Dr Matt Mulford

EITAN ZEMEL



Sara Hobolt is the Professor in 
the LSE Department of 
Government and the Sutherland 
Chair in European Institutions. 
Previously, she has held posts at 
the University of Oxford and the 
University of Michigan. She is 
the Chair of the European 
Election Studies (EES), an 
EU-wide project studying voters, 
parties, candidates and the 
media in European 
Parliamentary elections.

PROFESSOR 
SARA HOBOLT

Sonia Marciano joined New York 
University Stern School of 
Business as a Clinical Associate 
Professor of Management and 
Organizations in July 2007. Prior 
to joining NYU Stern she taught 
Strategy at Columbia Business 
School and was an Institute 
Fellow and Senior Lecturer at 
Harvard University’s Institute for 
Strategy and Competitiveness.

PROFESSOR 
SONIA MARCIANO

TRIUM faculty 
are not only superb teachers, but they are also actively engaged in the 
business life of their home cities, advising local companies and, through 
their research, generating the knowledge that shapes international 
business theory and practice. TRIUM dedicated Academic Directors from all 
three institutions ensure the seamless integration and intellectual 
cohesiveness of the program. Here’s a selection of our faculty members.

Robert Falkner is TRIUM 
Academic Director and Reader 
(Associate Professor) in 
International Relations at the 
London School of Economics. 
He is an associate of the 
Grantham Research Institute 
on Climate Change and the 
Environment at LSE and an 
associate fellow of Chatham 
House, the London-based 
international affairs think tank.

PROFESSOR ROBERT 
FALKNER

There’s no other program that offers the 
kind of global perspective that TRIUM 
does — that’s what’s so unique about it.

KATHLEEN DEROSE 
Class of 2011

Hervé Coyco teaches in various 
programs at HEC. Within HEC 
Executive Education, he is a 
Program Director for various 
programs, especially for large 
multinational corporations and 
has been associated with HEC 
Executive Education, since 2008. 
He regularly gives lectures in 
Leadership and General 
Management in Europe and in 
the USA. 

PROFESSOR 
HERVÉ COYCO

Aswath Damodaran holds the 
Kerschner Family Chair in 
Finance Education and is 
Professor of Finance at New York 
University Stern School of 
Business. Before coming to 
Stern, he also lectured in 
Finance at the University of 
California, Berkeley. His 
contributions to the field of 
Finance have been recognized 
many times over. 

PROFESSOR 
ASWATH DAMODARAN

Dr Mulford also is the Adjunct 
Professor at HEC-Paris, a Senior 
Research Fellow at the London 
School of Economics and a 
Visiting Faculty at the European 
School of Management and 
Technology in Berlin. His 
research interests include the 
psychology of judgment and 
decision, negotiation analysis, 
experimental game theory, and 
experimental research design.

DR MATT
MULFORD
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Eitan Zemel, TRIUM Vice Dean NYU

The investment returns 
are infinite, in my view. 
The exercise of 
empowering oneself 
with a global mindset, 
solidifying subject matter 
expertise, while gaining a 
worldwide network and 
friendships is priceless.

MANISH SOMAIYA
Class of 2020

By joining our program you will enter a remarkable 
network of high-achieving global business leaders. 
The TRIUM Global Executive MBA alumni are 
among the most qualified and insightful in the 
international business world. Their varied 
backgrounds, perspectives and areas of expertise 
make the TRIUM educational experience – both in 
and out of the classroom – one of the richest and 
most rewarding of any executive MBA program.

Dedicated TRIUM alumni activities include both 
social and lifelong learning events, a regular 
newsletter, and an annual alumni-led Module 7, 
held in a different global location each year.

Our students have alumni status at all three 
schools, so benefit from being part of each alumni 
community with access to databases, libraries, 
events, lectures and sports facilities in New York, 
London and Paris.

GLOBAL ALUMNI NETWORK

After graduation TRIUM alumni benefit from dedicated 
career support with TRIUM Professional Development 
services as well as alliance partner offerings. 
TRIUM Alumni Professional Development services 
enable you to continue to develop your career along 
your chosen path, or plan new professional pathways. 
Our dedicated TRIUM Services includes Career 
Webinars, professional development events, coaching 
and other career services.

TRIUM alumni are able to use the careers services of 
the three alliance partners (depending on their alumni 
status with the particular school). These include career 
workshops, coaching, job posting boards and access to 
other useful career resources.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

All TRIUM Alumni have the opportunity to attend 
TRIUM classes on current modules after thry 
graduate. This unique feature to TRIUM gives you 
the ability to update your knowledge with the 
latest thinking and expand your network even 
further across TRIUM cohorts.

LIFELONG LEARNING

08.
The benefits of TRIUM 
go beyond just the 
transformational 
academic program.

YOUR 
ENRICHED
JOURNEY

BENEFITS FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Organizations interested in developing key 
employees for positions of increasing global 
responsibility should consider TRIUM as a 
professional development opportunity that provides 
skills needed to conduct business efficiently in the 
dynamic global market. Employees participating in 
our program bring many immediate and long-term 
benefits to their organizations:

• Instant return on investment: newly 
• gained knowledge can be applied immediately 
• in the workplace as the course progresses.
 
• Valuable employee retention: organizations 
• sponsorsing their most talented employees 
• brings loyalty and motivation.
 
• Entry to global networks: students tap into the 
• knowledge of the world-class faculty and join a 
• global network of business leaders.
 
• Global perspectives: exposure to new thinking 
• and studying as part of a diverse cohort fosters a 
• global outlook that benefits any organisation.

23  JOURNEY 24  JOURNEY



RAGHU SUNDARAM
DEAN, NYU STERN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, 
UNITED STATES

09.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
STERN SCHOOL OF 
BUSINESS

Our three partner 
schools are leading 
the world in business 
education.

NYU Stern is ranked among the leading business 
schools in the world for its strength in finance and 
international business. Located close to Wall Street 
and countless multinational corporate headquarters, 
NYU Stern has a distinctive edge in the ability to 
balance business theory with practical experience.
With its incomparable location and prestigious 
reputation, the university has been able to attract 
top-tier professors from around the globe, as well as 
distinguished visiting professors from the worlds of 
business, politics and academia. Many of NYU 
Stern’s leading faculty teach on the TRIUM program.

25  SCHOOLS 26  SCHOOLS

The global business landscape is being reshaped, 
perhaps more rapidly than ever before in history, 
presenting international business executives with 
new challenges but also new opportunities. The TRIUM 
Global Executive MBA brings a globally diverse and 
outstanding student body into a program that provides 
a unique integration of sociopolitical and economic 
perspectives and transformative ideas from scholars at 
three world-class institutions.

Professor Matt Mulford



MINOUCHE SHAFIK
DIRECTOR, LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS, 
ENGLAND

09.
LONDON SCHOOL OF 
ECONOMICS AND 
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Our three partner 
schools are leading 
the world in business 
education.

LSE is one of the foremost social science universities, 
with worldwide credibility for global socio-political 
economics. LSE academics from across the globe 
produce cutting-edge research that directly 
influences international and national policy debates 
– a fascinating milieu for TRIUM students. LSE’s 
expertise in geopolitical perspectives creates world 
citizens who have deep insight into the contexts of 
business decision-making. The diverse atmosphere 
encourages all involved to thoroughly question ideas 
and seek innovative solutions to the world’s most 
pressing problems.

27  SCHOOLS 28  SCHOOLS

Professor Matt Mulford

The LSE – with its long tradition of bringing the best of 
social science research and teaching to bear on the 
problems of the day – is pleased to join NYU Stern and 
HEC Paris in offering the TRIUM Global Executive MBA. 
TRIUM sets itself apart from other programs through its 
focus on the social, political and economic dimensions of 
today’s global leadership challenges, encouraging a 
thorough exploration of the changing global context in 
which modern business decisions are made.



ELOÏC PEYRACHE
DEAN, HEC PARIS SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, 
FRANCE

09.
HEC PARIS 
SCHOOL OF 
MANAGEMENT

Our three partner 
schools are leading 
the world in business 
education.

Ranked the number one business school for 
executive education by the Financial Times in 2013, 
HEC has a long-established tradition of training 
future managers and leaders. HEC has earned 
international acclaim for the superior programs and 
ground-breaking research conducted by its faculty of 
more than 100 full-time professors. The university 
prepares TRIUM students to approach today’s 
cross-cultural business world with a sophisticated 
understanding of management, strategic and 
organisational issues. 
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Professor Matt Mulford

The TRIUM Global EMBA offers an exceptional 
combination of academic contents that bring theories 
and models to life; introspection that helps find the path 
to become a better leader; and fieldwork projects that 
offer remarkable opportunities to make things happen. 
The TRIUM experience will unquestionably expand one’s 
horizon and, in fine, welcome into a life-changing alumni 
network graduates whose success is a testament to the 
transformative nature of the program.
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WHAT THE WORLD

MEET THE TALENTED

Mr. 
Kashio

A success from the class of 2017.
As Managing Director and Head of Business Development for Shiseido Group 
– the world’s fifth largest cosmetic group operating in over 89 countries – 
Gonta began his TRIUM journey with the intention of developing a new 
vision and confidence for his next professional challenge at the company. 
Two years on, he reflects on his TRIUM journey.

10.
Our alumni 
demonstrate the varied 
paths TRIUM enables 
them to take. Here are a 
few of their journeys.

By HRILINA LOCK
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Parting thoughts...
The 18 month experience, the learning and the life-long friendship you 
develop will be an outcome you will cherish for many years to come.

WHAT WERE YOUR OBJECTIVES IN 
EXPLORING EXECUTIVE EDUCATION AND 
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TRIUM?

WHAT NEW VALUES DID YOU DERIVE FROM 
YOUR TRIUM JOURNEY?

04.
Gonta Kashio’s  
TRIUM journey

INNOVATION IS INTEGRAL TO SHISEIDO’S PHILOSOPHY, WITH THIS IN MIND, WHAT WAS 
YOUR MOST VALUABLE TAKE-AWAY FROM TRIUM?

responsibility as Head of the Business 
Development Department.

TRIUM’s strength lies in the ability to draw on such 
professors’ teaching, know-how and guidance 
which gave me the confidence to establish the CVC. 
Corey also came to Japan, advised and lectured at 
my company which was a great booster that 
fostered the understanding of innovation and 
created the needed momentum for change and the 
embracing of innovation.

Before applying to TRIUM, I was nearing the end 
of turning around a European business subsidiary 
and the next responsibility awaiting me was to 
lead the overhauling of business operations of 
the entire European region. This was all part of 
executing a corporate strategy in setting a 
Japanese-oriented company on course to 
expanding into global markets and adapting to 
the fast changing need of consumers.

Before embarking on this challenge, I felt a strong 
urge to prepare and equip myself as I anticipated 
it would entail navigating a series of business 
complexities in different countries with different 
economic, political and cultural dimensions.

Modern Japan is built on a history of bringing 
forward new ideas, technology and values. The 
inception of Shiseido 145 years history was founded 
on the principle of generating new value and on 
which the founder (Arinobu Fukuhara) established 
the first Western-style pharmacy in Japan.

TRIUM is no different. TRIUM represents a world of 
fresh ideas, perspectives and values drawn from the 
interactions with high-calibre professors and 
highly accomplished professionals from around the 
world, each having different cultural backgrounds 
and diverse professional experiences.

The combination of TRIUM’s academic rigour, 
stimulating debates and interactions with the 
professors and highly accomplished executives 
contributed much to my learning and development 
both professionally and personally. The outcome 
for me was a deeper appreciation of the corporate 
values of Shiseido, expressed in the company 
motto: “In Heritage, Excellence, In Diversity, 
Strength & In Challenge, Growth”. This embodies 
strong parallels to the TRIUM journey.

The most valuable take-away from the Innovation 
perspective was Corey Phelps’ Entrepreneurship 
and Innovation class in India (Module 4).

The class gave a thorough overview of all the 
challenges and pitfalls encountered while 
innovating, and a practical framework to 
commercialising ideas when scaling a start-up. 
The timing of this class couldn’t have been more 
appropriate, as it came just as I was establishing a 
Corporate Venture Capital (CVC) as part of my new 

if you believe you only live 
once, TRIUM is well worth 
the journey.

GONTA KASHIO
Class of 2017

Savouring victory the Capstone Cup alongside fellow team members

TRIUM shares parallels with 

Gonta’s Japanese company 

Shiseido’s values
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WHAT THE WORLD

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF DIVERSITY, 
INCLUSION AND BELONGING FOR AMGEN

Tamika 
Jean-Baptiste
Tamika Jean-Baptiste has established a successful career in the biotech 
industry with roles in sales, consumer marketing, managed care strategy and 
product launch functions. With a keen passion to help others achieve their 
professional goals, she has pursued leadership roles and corporate initiatives 
focused on career mentoring and support for underrepresented groups. 
She joined the TRIUM program seeking fresh perspectives on complex 
business and social issues from the expansive curriculum and the diverse 
international cohort. 

10.
Tamika Jean-Baptiste 
explains her TRIUM 
journey.

By HRILINA LOCK
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Parting thoughts...
I would highly recommend the 
program and advise anyone 
embarking on the TRIUM journey 
to be open to all the program has to 
offer, including cohort, courses, 
cultural experiences and the 
program administrators.

COULD YOU TELL US WHAT FIRST 
ATTRACTED YOU TO THE PROGRAM?  

What stood out to me was the intentionality of 
bringing together a diverse cohort and an 
expansive curriculum that leverages the best from 
all the institutions. After a strategy and data 
analytics class visit at NYU, I was impressed by 
how the high level of engagement from the cohort 
students which amplified the instructor-led 
content. It was evident to me then that this was 
an environment I wanted to be a part of and could 
see myself thriving in. 

HOW DID THE DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS 
AND EXPERTISE OF YOUR TRIUM COHORT 
HELP TO ELEVATE YOUR EXPERIENCE 
WITH TRIUM? 

I expected that the diverse backgrounds and 
expertise would elevate my experience and the 
class of 2020 exceeded my expectation. 
The insights, collaboration, classroom 
discussions, study groups and Capstone teams 
pushed me beyond my comfort zone to further 
challenge status quo. The TRIUM administrators 
did a phenomenal job creating small group 
assignments that offered broad exposure for 
everyone in the cohort.

TAMIKA JEAN-BAPTISTE
Class of 2020

I feel a greater sense of 
responsibility to 
contribute to and impact 
the global community 
both personally and 
professionally. It is a 
privilege to be affiliated 
with this notable alumni 
network and to have 
relationships that will last 
well beyond the program.”  

Philippe founded AIVEN with a scope to invest in autonomous systems beneficial for humans globally and across industries. 

Prior to starting the program, I was seeking to 
invest more in personal development, to step 
outside of my extensive bio-pharma environment 
and into an academic environment that would 
allow me to bring fresh thinking and perspective 
to complex business and social issues. With my 
interest growing in an international assignment, 
I also knew I wanted a program that was truly 
global in nature, from the academic experience 
to the cohort. 

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY HAVE BEEN YOUR 
KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM THE PROGRAM?  

A greater appreciation for the power of diversity of 
thought, perspectives and experiences in shaping 
global inclusive leaders of the future.

DID YOU HAVE ANY FAVOURITE SPEAKERS 
OR CLASSES?  

I had several favourite speakers throughout the 
various modules. I would not have predicted prior 
to the start of the program that Valuation and 
Quantitative Methods & Analysis would be in my 
top three. Module 3 in Paris was a collective 
standout for me based on the wide array of topics 
and speakers.

Tamika celebrates alongside 

fellow TRIUMers at the end 

of Module 6 in Paris



KALPANA SANKAR

CLASS OF 2012
SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR & WRITER, FOUNDER OF YSWARA

CLASS OF 2012
FOUNDER, HAND IN HAND INDIA & MD, BELSTAR

TRIUM has given me a strong overview of finance, 
strategy and negotiation that proved extremely helpful 
for goal setting, vision building and enhancing 
productivity at the work place. Personally, TRIUM has 
given me immense self-confidence, I started imbibing 
best corporate practices from my peers in terms of 
creating shared value and governance. This helps me 
in my day to day functioning, making me more 
systematic and professional. It was also a wonderful 
opportunity to learn from different cultures.

10.
Our Alumni 
share the reasons they 
chose TRIUM above all 
others. TRIUMI CHOSE WHY
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FRANCK JUHEL

Participating in modules that were 
delivered in key cities and countries 
relevant for that particular focus 
was inordinately valuable. Learning 
about Asian financial markets while 
attending NYU Shanghai, or 
entrepreneurship and technology 
from Silicon Valley, adds a depth to 
comprehension and insight that 
can’t be gained from being in a 
single faculty in another part of the 
world. This style of learning is 
invaluable. I would also say the 
caliber of the executives on the 
TRIUM program was also a 
significant factor – learnings would 
come from each of them given their 
experience and leadership role they 
play in their respective fields.

CLASS OF 2018
PRESIDENT FOR MONTBLANC LATIN AMERICA, 
CARIBBEAN AND TRAVEL RETAIL AMERICAS

SWAADY MARTIN  

I chose the TRIUM Executive MBA because it was 
undoubtedly the best-suited program to help me 
cultivate the skills I require to play a meaningful role in 
the transformation of Africa and start my entrepreneurial 
journey. Learning from 3 of the world’s most prestigious 
business schools placed me at the epicenter of innovative 
and cutting-edge cross-cultural management. In 
addition, the multi-site teaching and the permeability 
between the 3 schools broadened my perspective and 
helped me think innovatively about solutions to address 
some of Africa’s critical issues, which are generally 
complex and cross-disciplinary. It was truly one of the 
best time and financial investments I’ve made. I treasure 
every memory of this incredible experience.

SID KEDIA

There were three factors that made 
me choose TRIUM. First, the 
experience and age profile of TRIUM 
cohorts was more aligned with the 
stage of life I was in. Second, the 
program brought together three of 
the best schools in the world and 
hence gave it a very diverse and rich 
curriculum. Last, the Capstone was 
another big draw for me as at that 
time I was also thinking of starting 
my entrepreneurial journey and the 
capstone was an exceptionally rich 
opportunity to put learned theory 
into practice and to work cohesively 
with a diverse and geographically 
spread-out team members.

CLASS OF 2018
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NODWIN 
GAMING 



STEVE ZHAO

Business is ultimately about 
understanding people – their 
needs and their capabilities – 
and knowing how to organise 
those capabilities to best satisfy 
those needs. Understanding 
requires knowledge, and 
knowledge requires 
communication. TRIUM has 
provided me with the ideal place 
to communicate with people 
from all corners of the world, and 
learn about their needs and 
capabilities, beyond the 
superficial level.

CLASS OF 2018
PARTNER AT ZHONG LUN LAW FIRM

EVA KIENLE
CLASS OF 2014
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, KWS SAAT SE

Globalization had changed the world significantly 
since the beginning of the century, new markets were 
emerging, and innovation and product and service 
development were getting faster and faster; I wanted 
to better understand and get an insight into the roots 
and consequences – current and future – of these 
changes.  TRIUM was a program that was out of the 
ordinary and of higher interest to me than the classical 
Ivy League EMBAs. Everyone was very open and had 
an eager-to-learn attitude. We connected right away. 
We share the same set of values.

10.
Our Alumni 
share the reasons they 
chose TRIUM above all 
others. TRIUMI CHOSE WHY

XIANG GAO
CLASS OF 2019
VICE PRESIDENT (HOLDINGS) & 
CHAIRMAN (SUBSIDIARY) AT YADA 
INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LTD  

TRIUM is a superb platform that 
offers simply the best. It is 
extremely dynamic, 
intellectually challenging yet 
rewarding, and absolute fun. 
I come to TRIUM to become a 
better version of myself and I 
return to my country fulfilled. 
More importantly, I’m able to 
harvest a world-wide network 
and life-long friendships. 
I'm overjoyed and honoured to 
be a TRIUMer. 

CLASS OF 2019
HEAD OF GROUP HR DIGITALIZATION, CONSULTING CENTER & 
RECRUITING, VOLKSWAGON

One of the major advantages I see in TRIUM is the 
strong connection between social and economic 
values. By addressing different perspectives and 
adding a political, social, and in some cases a moral 
reflection about the learning content, the discussion 
in and outside the classes help to shape a global 
mindset. As I see this mindset change as a main 
differentiator for career progress, TRIUM helped me to 
push my personal growth in this field.

DR MARTIN HOFMANN
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NEXT STEPS
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Undertaking the TRIUM Global EMBA is a major investment for your future.  
Our admissions team are here to answer any questions you may have about the 
program and to discuss how TRIUM will help you achieve your ambitions. It’s a 
consultative approch to ensure TRIUM is the right fit for you.

11.
Want to know if 
TRIUM is the right 
fit for you? Here’s 
what to do next.

3 TALK WITH OUR ALUMNI

We also encourage you to talk with our alumni so can hear first hand about their experiences of 
participating in the TRIUM program. The admissions team can connect you with alumni with similar 
background or experience as yourself.

1 FIND OUT IF TRIUM IS RIGHT FOR YOU

As a first step, we recommend that you fill out our Preliminary Assessment Form, which will assist the 
admissions team in advising you. The admissions team will contact you shortly after we receive your 
form to discuss your suitability and provide prompt initial feedback.

2 MEET TRIUM: ADMISSIONS EVENTS

TRIUM regularly runs sessions to give you the opportunity to meet the TRIUM team and find out more 
about the Program. A list of current sessions can be found on our website.  If you would like to attend 
one of the sessions, please email our admissions team at admissions.lse@triumemba.org. If you are 
unable to attend or would like to meet at one of our offices in London, Paris or New York, we would be 
happy to arrange a time to suit you. To do so, please email the TRIUM admissions team at 
admissions.lse@triumemba.org.

Further information on the admissions process, 
including latest Fees and Financing information, can be 
found on our website at triumemba.org/admissions.

https://www.triumemba.org/admissions/preliminary-application/
https://www.triumemba.org
https://www.triumemba.org/admissions/
mailto:admissions.lse@triumemba.org
mailto:admissions.lse@triumemba.org
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I worked alongside an incredible international network of diverse, smart, 
capable, warm and compassionate human beings. It takes all types of people to 
create the future: thinkers and doers, logical pragmatists, innovators and 
intuitive visionaries, experts and generalists and bright lights that thrive on 
transformation rather than incremental change. It was a great privilege to join 
leading scientists, professors, experts, entrepreneurs, corporates and investors 
from all over the world in my TRIUM cohort to both collaborate and co-create.

LEESA SOULODRE
Class of 2014

Our podcast

See episodes

The TRIUM Connects podcast 
dissects the big issues 
shaping global business

https://www.triumemba.org/admissions/
https://www.triumemba.org/contact-us/
https://www.triumemba.org/admissions/preliminary-application/
https://www.triumemba.org/admissions/faqs/
https://www.triumemba.org/trium-life/
https://www.triumemba.org/program/capstone-projects/
https://www.triumemba.org
https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=155032
https://twitter.com/#!/triumemba
https://www.triumemba.org/trium-minds/trium-minds-podcast/



